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Mechanically tunable dry adhesive from wrinkled elastomers†
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We report a new dry adhesive structure using a rippled poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomer

bilayer film, whose surface roughness and adhesion can be reversibly regulated by applying mechanical

strain. It has a set of advantages not offered by other techniques for regulation of adhesion, including

real-time tunability, no requirement of specific surface chemistry, operability under ambient

conditions, and relative ease of control. To understand the mechanism for adhesion regulation

quantitatively, we have modeled the mechanics of adhesion in the limits of small- and large-amplitude

ripples, and show good agreement with indentation experiments. We demonstrate the real-time

tunability of the new adhesive structure by repeatedly picking and releasing a glass ball simply by

modulating the mechanical stretch of the rippled PDMS film.
Introduction

The ability to reversibly tune the adhesion of a material to

another surface in a controlled fashion is highly desirable for

many applications, including micro- and nanoelectronics, opto-

electronics, biotechnology, and robotics. In Nature, many small

animals exhibit reversible dry adhesion,1–5 which has led to much

research effort to mimic the structure and function of biological

adhesives.6–16 Generally, adhesion between two surfaces is

strongly dependent on surface roughness and surface chem-

istry.17 Lizards can cling on to and detach from many surfaces

without regard to specific surface chemistry because of aligned

fibrils on their feet.1,18 It is well-known that adhesion between

two elastomeric sheets can be controlled by temperature and

tearing rate.19 Meitl et al. recently have demonstrated transfer

printing a wide range of objects onto a smooth substrate by

kinetic control of adhesion of a PDMS stamp.20 Here, we explore

a new mechanism for regulating adhesion by adjusting the

surface roughness on a wrinkled PDMS film simply by varying

the stretch applied on the wrinkled film. It potentially offers

a wider range of tunability and robustness than other approaches

to ‘‘pick, transfer, and release’’ individual components with

different sizes and shapes in real-time.

The PDMS strip with a rippled surface was fabricated

following a procedure described earlier.21 First, the PDMS strip

was clamped (Fig. 1a) and mechanically stretched to an initial
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strain (30) of 22.4% (Fig. 1b) in one direction. It was then sub-

jected to oxygen plasma treatment in the stretched state (Fig. 1c)

to generate a stiff and thin oxidized silicaceous layer on its top

surface.21 By partially releasing the initial strain (30) to a critical

level, an ordered periodic one-dimensional ripple pattern was

formed spontaneously (Fig. 1d). Releasing the initial strain

beyond the critical level increases the amplitude of these ripples

(Fig. 1f–1h). If the sample is stretched back to 30, the surface

returns to a flat state (Fig. 1e and 1i). Formation of a highly

structured, rippled surface has been demonstrated by various

groups through metal deposition22,23 or surface oxidization21,24,25

on an elastomer to generate a bi-layer structure, and by thermal

expansion,24 solvent swelling,25 or mechanical stretching21 to

induce rippling. However, to our knowledge, there has been

no attempt to control the adhesion in real-time via adjustment of

the rippled surface by mechanical strain (Fig. 1d–1e), nor the

quantitative understanding of changes in the adhesion in

response to the strain.
Results and discussion

Our measure of adhesion comes from experiments in which

a glass sphere indented the sample surface to a depth, D, of

10 mm, and was then retracted (Fig. 2a). The PDMS strip was

mounted on an inverted optical microscope stage for indentation

to measure the adhesive force at different strain levels (Fig. 3b).

The motion of the stage was controlled by a motorized linear

stage (see ‘Materials and methods’ for details). The sphere was

retracted and the maximum force supported by the indenter

(positive numbers represent tension), the pull-off force, Fad, was

our measure of adhesion. Fig. 3a shows force-displacement data

from a series of experiments on a single sample at different values

of strain (3). Our measure of strain is defined as the following: if l0
is the initial undeformed length of the PDMS substrate, 3 is the

released strain relative to the initial stretched state so that the

deformed length of the specimen, l ¼ l0(1 + 30 � 3). As shown in

Fig. 3a, adhesion reduces systematically and significantly with

the increase of 3, which is accompanied by an increase of ripple

amplitude. These results suggest that strain offers an effective
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the fabrication of rippled PDMS film (a–e) and real-time, reversible tunability of surface topography by mechanical

strain (f–i). (a) Clamp PDMS film. (b) Stretch PDMS film to a designated strain value. (c) Oxygen plasma treatment. (d) Release stretch of the PDMS/

oxide bilayer and spontaneous formation of ripple patterns. (e) Stretch back to the initial strain value and the ripple patterns disappear. (f–i) 3D surface

contour of rippled surfaces measured by AFM and plotted using Matlab�.

Fig. 2 (a) Illustrative sketch of the indentation process. (b) Blowup of

(a) to illustrate modeling parameters and the deformed ripple geometry

during indentation.

Fig. 3 Measurement of pull-off force on rippled PDMS films at different

strain levels. (a) Plots of measured force and displacement during

indentation of samples with different strains. (b) Setup of the indentation

experiment.
means for direct control of adhesion. Indeed, we can repeat the

stretch–release cycle many times while maintaining these tunable

adhesion characteristics. It is worth mentioning that our adhe-

sion results are the opposite of a recent report by Crosby’s group,

where the wrinkled surface shows higher adhesion than the

smooth film.26 The latter was attributed to contact splitting

mechanism, as suggested by gecko adhesion. We note that the

wavelengths of our wrinkles (typically sub-micron to a few

microns)21 are two orders of magnitude smaller than those

reported by Crosby’s group.

To quantitatively understand how adhesion (pull-off force)

varies as a function of strain, we have developed a contact

mechanics model. Following the approach by Huck et al.,27 the

PDMS strip is modeled as an elastic foundation and the oxidized

layer as a thin elastic plate (see Fig. 2b). During indentation at

a fixed strain 3, the initial rippled surface can be either partially or

completely flattened by the indenter. For both cases, we

approximate the deformed shape of the plate, w(x,3), as

wðx; 3Þ ¼

(
�b0 cos

�
2pð x� l=2Þ

l� 2s

�
� ðdþ b0 � bÞ jxj.s

b� d jxj#s

ð1Þ

where l, b are the wavelength and amplitude, respectively, of

a ripple before indentation, and d and 2s are the local deflection

and contact width of each individual ripple, respectively. Eqn (1)

assumes that the un-flattened part of the ripple retains
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a sinusoidal shape with amplitude b0. (Note that these quantities

all depend on 3.) This approximation matches exactly the shape

of the initial rippled surface prior to indentation, with d,s¼ 0 and

b0¼ b.

The potential energy per unit projected area of the interface,

U, is

U ¼ Ub + Uc + Us + Uad (2)

where Ub, Uc, Us, Uad are the bending energy, compression

energy of the thin elastic plate, strain energy in the elastic

foundation, and adhesion energy, respectively. They are calcu-

lated as

Ub ¼ p4b02E�
f t

3

3lðl� 2sÞ3

Uc ¼ 1
2
E�

f t
�Sf

Si

� 1
�2

Us ¼
k

l

�
l

2
� s

� 
b02

2
þ ðdþ b0 � bÞ2

!
þ ks

l
ðb� dÞ2

Uad ¼ �2Wads=l

(3)

where Ef* is the plane strain Young’s modulus of the thin

elastic plate, t is its thickness, I is moment of inertia, k is the

spring constant of the foundation per unit length, 3 is the

mismatch strain, Sf and Si are the final and initial (unstressed)

lengths of the film, and Wad is the work of adhesion between

the glass indenter and the oxidized thin plate. The wavelength,

l, amplitude, b, and strain, 3, can be measured independently.

Wad can be estimated by the experimental results for very small

roughness.

We first determine the predicted relationship between the

initial ripple shape and strain 3. At a given strain, the initial ripple

amplitude is defined as the amplitude that minimizes the total

potential energy (U) with b0 ¼ b and d ¼ s ¼ 0 in eqn (3). The

amplitude determined using this procedure agreed well with our

experiments. In addition, the ripple contour length depends only

on 30 and is approximately independent of 3. This result was also

well supported by our experiments (within �6% error).

Our next step is to model the indentation process by consid-

ering two limiting cases:
Fig. 4 (b) Comparison of experimental pull-off force versus strain to theoret

Model I for low roughness and deep indentation; ripples flatten everywhere

roughness and shallow indentation; ripples are partially flattened.
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Case I: low roughness or deep indentation, where the ripples

are flattened everywhere in the contact except the area very near

the contact edge (Fig. 4a and Fig. S1a†), and

Case II: high roughness or shallow indentation, where the

ripples are slightly flattened and the contact area between all

individual ripples and the indenter changes during indentation

(Fig. 4c and Fig. S1b).

For case I, low roughness or deep indentation, the pull-off

force Fad is estimated using Johnson–Kendall–Roberts (JKR)

theory,28 that is,

Fad ¼ 3

2
WeffpR (4)

where R is the radius of the indenter and Weff is the effective

work of adhesion. It should be noted that in JKR theory the

contacting surfaces are assumed to be smooth and the contact to

be circular. We have observed experimentally that the contact

remains approximately circular despite the anisotropy intro-

duced in the surface by the ripples. On retraction of the indenter,

energy is released from the bulk. In our case, additional energy is

recovered by the system because the surface is rippled. Specifi-

cally, energy is released by the material elements ahead of the

retracting contact edge as they recover from their flattened to

rippled state. Following Persson and Tosatti,29 we assume that

this energy can be absorbed into the work of adhesion so that an

effective work of adhesion can be defined as

Weff ¼ Wad � Ur (5a)
where

Ur ¼ Uc|b0¼b¼s¼d¼0 � (Ub + Us)|b0¼b¼bmin;s¼d¼0 (5b)

is the elastic energy per unit area released by the ripples when the

contact decreases in size. Eqn (4) neglects the instabilities pre-

dicted on detachment of an adhesive rippled surface under plane

strain conditions.30–32 This assumption is supported by our

experimental observation that when the contact radius was

reduced, the contact edge retracted smoothly, avoiding the

instabilities predicted in a 2D plane strain analysis. Under small

amplitude approximation, it can be shown that the elastic energy

released by ripples scales with amplitude as
ical predictions from two limiting cases of contact mechanics models. (a)

in the contact except very near the contact edge. (c) Model II for high

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



Ur ¼ c1b
4 � c2b

2 (6)

where c1 and c2 are constants. This strong reduction of adhesion

with ripple amplitude implies that complete flattening of ripples

is extremely expensive energetically as amplitude increases. It is

far more likely that contact between the indenter and the rippled

surface will be partial, as shown in Fig. 4c and Fig. S1b. Using

eqn (4), we determined Wad ¼ 381 mN m�1 by conducting a pull-

off force measurement with a flat smooth sample (fully-stretched,

3 ¼ 0). The relation of strain (3) versus pull-off force (Fad) is

determined by eqn (5a) together with eqn (4).

When contact between the indenter and rippled surface is

partial, a new model is considered (case II: high roughness or

shallow indentation). The relation between strain and pull-off

force is more complicated since energy exchange takes place over

the entire contact area and not just at its edge. Thus, for a fixed

strain 3, the model needs to compute the force-displacement

response at each ripple locally. First, the shape of a partially

flattened ripple (i.e., b0 and s) is established by minimizing the

potential energy with respect to b0 and s, for a fixed normal

deflection, d. Knowing the deformed shape of the ripple and

using the contact condition allows us to determine the local force

per unit area, f, on a ripple as a function of d. This procedure is

repeated for different values of d to obtain the force–deflection

response of an individual ripple. Fig. 5a shows a typical
Fig. 5 (a) A typical force–deflection plot calculated according to the

formulation in case II (ripples are partially flattened as shown in Fig. 4c).

(b) Illustrative sketch of the indentation process to illustrate modeling

parameters and their relations.
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calculated force–deflection plot for 3 ¼ 0.05. This represents the

constitutive behavior of each ripple. The total indenter force (F)

at a given indenter displacement (D), is found by integrating f(d)

over the contact area (see Fig. 5b):

F ¼
ðrmax

0

f ðdðrÞÞ2pr dr (7)

where the limits of integration are from the center of the contact

to the radius at which f is at maximum tension. The pull-off force

is the maximum in the indenter force–displacement (F–D) plot.

The procedure is repeated for different values of strain, 3.

Fig. 4b shows a comparison of measured strain versus pull-off

force and those predicted by the two models presented above. By

fitting the simulated results with the experimental data, the plate

thickness, t, and the elastic modulus of substrate, Es*, are found

to be 22 nm and 28 MPa, respectively (see details in the Exper-

imental section). Except for these two parameters, all others in

our models have been determined independently from experi-

ments. The small-roughness model is accurate for only a very

narrow range of strain (<4%) since the energy penalty to

completely flatten ripples grows very rapidly with increasing

amplitude. The partial-contact model is not expected to be

accurate for small strains but is quantitatively accurate for

intermediate strain (�4–13%). In addition, our model predicts

stronger decay of pull-off force at large strains than the experi-

ments. This we interpret as being due to energy losses associated

with large deformation in these ripples that is not captured in our

models, where the materials are treated as perfectly elastic.

Nevertheless, our simple models capture the effect of strain on

adhesion. Further discussion of their limitations and specific

parameters used in the models can be found in the Experimental

section. To illustrate the feasibility of real-time tunability of the

new adhesive, we have performed a ‘‘pick and release’’ experi-

ment using the rippled PDMS film. Fig. 6 shows a series of movie

frames from this demonstration and the full movie is available in

the ESI†. When the rippled PDMS film is fully stretched, the

pull-off force is estimated as 2.14 mN using eqn (4) and Wad ¼
381 mN m�1, exceeding the weight of a 3/3200-diameter glass ball,

1.33 mN. Thus, the adhesion force is sufficient to lift the ball as

shown in Fig 6a–c. Upon strain release, when the roughness of

PDMS strip is increased to a critical value, the glass ball drops

due to loss of adhesion (Fig. 6d). The fact that the glass ball

cannot be picked up in this configuration of PDMS further

proves the loss of adhesion (Fig. 6e–g). The ‘‘pick and release’’

process can be controlled reversibly and repeatably.

Conclusion

We believe that the demonstrated mechanical-strain-controlled

dry adhesion mechanism based on regulating surface roughness

may be valuable for the advancement of many existing technol-

ogies, including micro- and nanoelectronics and optoelectronics,

as well as for driving new paradigms in biotechnology and soft

robotics. The simplicity of the fabrication process and the wide

range of possibility to manipulate different objects (size, shape

and mass) using a single adhesive strip will be of considerable

interest in production and materials handling that involves

transferring, filtering, sorting and engagement/disengagement.

The model presented here shows how adhesion to a periodically
Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 1830–1835 | 1833



Fig. 6 Images of picking and release of a small glass sphere using the rippled PDMS film, demonstrating real-time tunable dry adhesion. A glass ball can

be lifted up (a–c) when the rippled PDMS film is stretched flat (high adhesion), and dropped (d) as the stretch is released (reduced adhesion). When the

sample is unstretched (rippled surface, low adhesion), the adhesion force is too low to lift the glass ball (e–g). Insets: Schematic drawings of the status of

strain on the PDMS film. The full movie is available as ESI†.
rippled surface in the limit of small amplitude can be analyzed by

extending JKR theory to account for energy released during

rippling. For large amplitude ripples, we have presented a model

that accounts for partial contact and that can be the basis for

handling more complex structures. In addition, this methodology

will offer valuable insights for the design of tunable friction and

wetting behaviors based on surface topography. Besides the

surface characteristics, the mechanochromatic color change in

tunable periodic structures may find uses in light detection,

lasing, sensing, and camouflage.

Experimental

PDMS sheet preparation

PDMS precursor (RTV615 from GE Silicones) was mixed with

curing agent (10 : 1) and sandwiched between two 1200 � 300

borosilicate flat-plate glasses using 0.5 mm-height shims as

spacers. They were held together by 10 large 200 binder clips and

cured at 65 �C for 4 hours in a forced-air convection oven. After

curing, the PDMS sheet (thickness of 0.5 � 0.02 mm) was cut

into 40 mm � 15 mm strips for experiment.

Ripple pattern generation21

The PDMS strip was clamped by two 3/400 small binder clips with

nominal length (l0) of 25 mm and mounted on the custom-made

stretching jig composed of one large acrylic base and two sliders,

whose positions could be adjusted continuously in real-time by

two 30 mm-long M4 wing screws with pitch 0.7 mm. The PDMS

strip was then stretched to the designated initial strain level (30,

22.4%, 8 turns of M4 wing screw), followed by exposure to

oxygen plasma (Technics, model PE11-A) with power setting

at 100 watts, time duration of 60 second, and pressure at 550

mTorr. Wrinkle patterns were formed spontaneously upon

release of the strain, reaching the final shape when the external

force was completely removed.

Sample characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken by FEI

Strata DB235 Focused Ion Beam in high vacuum mode with
1834 | Soft Matter, 2008, 4, 1830–1835
acceleration voltage of 5 kV. Surface topography was imaged by

a DI Dimension 3000 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) in

tapping mode, and the raw image data were imported into

Matlab� to better illustrate the 3D surface. The adhesion force

measurement setup is custom designed, consisting of inverted

microscope (Olympus PMG3), miniature linear stage (Newport

MFA-CC), load cell (transducer techniques, GSO-10), and an

8 mm-diameter glass indenter. In the indentation tests, the

sample with controlled strain (3) was fixed on top of the micro-

scope stage, while the glass indenter was moved up and down at

a speed of 1 mm s�1 and depth of 10 mm for each indentation

cycle. The motion was controlled by a linear motorized stage and

the force was collected through load cell located between the

indenter and the motor. Force data and linear stage position

were collected by NI LabView 8.0 program. Demonstration of

‘‘pick and release’’ was captured on video by a SONY HDR-HC1

HD video camera and edited by Mac iMovie.
Further details on the model and parameter estimation

The spring constant (k) was determined by equating the normal

interfacial stress to that obtained from the exact half space

solution.27,33 It is related to the elastic modulus of the substrate

and wavelength as shown in the following equation:

k ¼ 4pE�
s�

3 � n�s
��

1 þ n�s
�
l

(7)

where l, b and 3 can be measured independently. As mentioned in

the paper, the work of adhesion (Wad) was calculated using eqn

(4) and the measured pull-off force of a fully stretched (3 ¼ 0)

sample. In the models, l was assumed to be independent of the

strain and was taken to be the critical buckling wavelength,

which depends only on the plate thickness (t) and the ratio of

elastic moduli of the plate and the PDMS strip, Ef*/Es*.27,33

Therefore, knowing l allows us to determine Ef* by solving for

Es* and t. To determine Es* and t, we fitted the theoretical pull-

off force as a function of strain to the experimental data in the

partial contact regime, which gave Es* ¼ 28 MPa and t ¼ 22 nm.

As pointed by Huck et al.,27 oxidation can substantially increase

the elastic modulus of a sub-surface layer of the PDMS substrate,
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2008



resulting in a much higher effective modulus of the substrate. We

confirmed this by performing an indentation test on an oxidized

flat PDMS substrate, and found that Es* was equal to 8.9 MPa,

which was much higher than the bulk value of 2.6 MPa, although

still considerably lower than that was required to fit our data.

Note that the indentation test probes much greater depths than

those strained under shallow indentation, a few microns. An

upper limit for plate thickness (t ¼ 25 nm) can be established by

noting that ripples cannot form below a certain critical strain,

and a lower limit of t ¼ 7 nm can be estimated from the known

stiffness of pure silica.34 The plate thickness needed to fit our data

falls within these limits. The models we have presented here are

based on several simplified assumptions. The potential energy is

evaluated based on an initial state where a stress-free PDMS strip

is stretched to a strain 3, followed by removal of the strain

completely, leading to the formation of ripples. This is different

from the experimental situation, where the residual strain exists

in the system after unloading as 30 � 3. Only within the spring

foundation model is there no difference between the two situa-

tions. Since our foundation stiffness is chosen so that the normal

stress on the interface between the oxidized film and the PDMS

strip matches the exact solution of the rippling problem,27,33 it

implies that we have neglected the additional compliance due to

the foundation. This also means that our analysis of the large-

amplitude ripples will break down for large indentation or low

ripples. Finally, in current version of the model there are always

many internal interfaces. Therefore, the pull-off force increases

without bound as strain decreases. In reality there will be

a transition to a contact with no internal interfaces, which is

captured by the first model.

Optical images demonstrating the two different contact

scenarios, fully flattened vs. partially flattened, can be found in

the ESI†.
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